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The sustainability strategy, as agreed with all parties, will be 
included in the final report.

This will ensure that the curricula and other initiatives developed by 
the project will continue to evolve and improve the following 
completion of the project.

The website does not only serve the dissemination of the project but 
also the enhanced the project’s sustainability by hosting all relevant 
material even after the end of the collaboration.
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Sustainability Strategy
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• The following listed outcomes will be financially, institutionally and 
politically sustainable beyond the project’s lifetime:
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Sustainability beyond project lifetime
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The most important element of a post-project sustainable nature will 
be the establishment and sustainability of elaborate curricula in all 
PCs during the project. 

Besides the construction of said curricula, it is essential for these to 
pass through each country’s official accreditation process for core 
curricula which includes Inter-university Module Recognition 
Agreements. 

Apart from the Core Curricula we envisage strong financial viability 
of the ESP Pathway Program. 
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Developed CATALYST Curriculum as key element of Sustainability
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The establishment of the CATALYST Action Groups is an important 
mandatory step for ensuring the sustainability of the project after 
project lifetime. 

The Action Group of the respective country will have the same 
membership as the PC Steering group (1 member from each PC 
university).

It will grow throughout the entire project development and will 
outlive the project. 

It will be coordinated with representations of Ministries, universities, 
HEI’s and other stakeholders to further identify and target constant 
improvement and innovation in the delivery of Core Curricula 
training on a self-financing basis by offering the above module 
training in day and evening programme courses.
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The importance of the CATALYST Action Groups
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Only through the continued existence, effective operation and 
activity of the CATALYST Action Groups after project lifetime will the 
achieved results outlive the project and form the basis for 
sustainable change in education. 

This will involve the active participation and feedback of teachers 
and students.

Results will be mainstreamed and multiplied in the sector of activities 
through participating institutions which will ensure the developed 
curricula will become part of the respective state curriculum. This will 
disseminate and exploit the gained results in the best way possible.
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The importance of the CATALYST Action Groups
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Other forms of support will be provided by Associate Partners who 
have pledged to assist in trainings and meetings to aid exploitation 
of results. Future collaboration of the universities will attract further 
EU funding.
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The role of Associate Partners in the CATALYST project for 
Sustainability
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Real sustainability is based on good output products during the life of 
the project.

If this is achieved, then the project (or project-related programmes) 
has the potential to smoothen the way for thorough and lasting 
development in education in Vietnam and Lao PDR into the future 
and for the benefit of future generations.
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Real Sustainability is based on good Project Outcomes
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There can be no Sustainability without identifying and 
reaching our Target Groups.
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At CATALYST Project Workshop held in Limerick (Nov 2018) involving all Partners from 
Vietnam and Laos, the following partners were identified by Partners form Laos as 
important additional Target Groups in the project and who have since participated in the 
CATALYST National Awareness Days:

. 

CATALYST - There can be no Sustainability without identifying and 
reaching our Target Groups
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At same CATALYST Project Workshop held in Limerick (Nov 2018) involving all Partners 
from Vietnam and Laos, the following partners were identified by Partners  from Vietnam as 
important additional Target Groups in the project and who have since participated in the 
CATALYST National Awareness Days

. 
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There can be no Sustainability without identifying and 
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Partners in Vietnam and Laos must put in place concrete measures 
and plans for ensuring that the project results (CATALYST Curriculum 
etc) are sustained beyond project lifetime. 

This is not something that the EU partners can decide. 

Partners need to work within their own institutions and take the 
necessary steps to ensure that the CATALYST Curriculum is 
integrated into Curricula and university structures as appropriate and 
that the results in general are sustained.

Partners in Vietnam and Laos must discuss this within their own 
universities and send continuous feedback on progress with regard 
to the embedding of the CATALYST Curriculum into University 
structures at their University 

How the results of the CATALYST project have been sustained in 
each PC is something that will feature in the Final Report (in detail 
and down the level of each University)
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PC‘s must have institutionalised concrete measures for 
sustainability by the end of the Project. 
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In order to accelerate the process of ensuring that there are concrete measures 
for embedding of the CATALYST Curriculum it has been decided with Partners to 
hold a half day or possibly even Full Day CATALYST Sustainability workshop as 
part of the next CATALYST Full Consortium meeting.

Partners will work together guided by EU partners to write, identify, develop 
concrete measures and plans for embedding and sustaining the CATALYST 
curriculum in each Partner Institution in Vietnam and Laos.

Also in the Final Report, we will need to show concrete evidence of how the 
modules have been integrated into University and other structures- to explain 
in detail for each partner, not just a general country level explanation.

CATALYST - Upcoming Sustainability Workshop- August/September 2019

.
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CATALYST - Sample project sustanability proposals received from 
the Partner Countries  (HUST, Vietnam, February 2019)
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CATALYST - Sample proposals received from the Partner Countries 
(HUST, Vietnam, February 2019)
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Sample proposals received from the Partner Countries 
(HUTECH & HCMUTE Vietnam, March 2019)

Associate Partner GIZ would integrate modules into their special
vocational schools in Vietnam (working with Dr Schöttler from Ministry 
of Education

HUTECH & HCMUTE believe that modules can be integrated as a 
national vocational curriculum but is a task that will take work and 
commitment

Accreditation by project partner universities and can be done over 1/2 
years. This all needs to be discussed together.
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To conclude- What next for CATALYST Sustainability?

Need to publish the Final Dissemination Strategy following concrete 
feedback from the PC’s at upcoming workshop on Sustainability

Hold aforementioned Sustainability Workshop

Intensify involvement of all Target Groups in the Project through 
National Awareness Seminars and other events

In the Final Report on the implementation of the Action- Detail 
concrete plans and measures for how the CATALYST Curriculum has 
been embedded into university structures and curricula (down the 
Partner level) 

Ensure concrete lasting measures for ensuring the existence and 
activity of the CATALYST Action Groups, website, involvement of 
Associate Partners after project lifetime.
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